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About This Content

Endless swarms of the enemy are invading. Can you and your team hold them off? Multiplayer co-op mode.
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They shouldn't even sell this anymore. You can only get points for upgrades by playing with other players and nobody, I mean
NOBODY, plays this anymore.

The couple of times I did get to play with other people, long ago, it was pretty boring anyway. I wish they'd just unlock all of the
upgrades so we could just build cool looking wanzers. I'd consider reinstalling just for that.

Anyway, don't waste your money, this thing is DEAD.. They shouldn't even sell this anymore. You can only get points for
upgrades by playing with other players and nobody, I mean NOBODY, plays this anymore.

The couple of times I did get to play with other people, long ago, it was pretty boring anyway. I wish they'd just unlock all of the
upgrades so we could just build cool looking wanzers. I'd consider reinstalling just for that.

Anyway, don't waste your money, this thing is DEAD.. (Front Mission Evolved - Last Stand Mode)

Last Stand modes are pretty interesting and I think this one is decently well set up... except that it relies on your multiplayer rank
to determine what parts you can use, and gives you no points towards it. With ranked multiplayer being super dead (and
basically dead on arrival, as well), the Last Stand mode is unfortunately basically unplayable, which is a real shame.. (Front
Mission Evolved - Last Stand Mode)
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